
iSite Lite Brings Property
Estate Management to a
Wider Customer Base

Nottingham, UK: iSite, a cloud-based property management
platform, has announced the launch of iSite Lite – an entry-
level solution for companies looking to manage multiple
properties. After years supporting global businesses in estate
management, iSite’s new software offers users a selection of
the platform’s core features at a more accessible price point.

By unifying property datasets and establishing a single source
of truth, iSite Lite gives its users the tools they need to
manage their properties – including viewing property details,
managing rent due dates, monitoring leases, finding key
contacts, and creating reports. With this data at their
fingertips, property owners can reduce their overhead,
eliminate costly mistakes and make informed decisions about
their properties.

“We’re really excited about the launch of iSite Lite,” said Ed
Grover, Strategy and Property Consultant at iSite.
“Commercial retail estate (CRE) software is essential for
anyone managing multiple properties, whether that’s a
landlord or an operator running a retail, office, residential or
hospitality business. And now, iSite Lite gives a whole new
audience the opportunity to access property technology and
see the benefits immediately.”

iSite Lite is available to customers from today, with the option
to sign up for a six-month free trial. For more information,
please visit iSite: iSite is a commercial real estate (CRE)
platform, designed to consolidate multiple datasets from
various estates into a single source of truth. Founded in 2002
by Martin Ward, iSite has helped dozens of blue-chip
companies streamline the management of their estates,
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driving efficiency and paving the way for more strategic
business decisions. For more information, visit
www.isite.co.uk.

Press release distributed by Media Pigeon on behalf of Pressat,
on Feb 24, 2021. For more information subscribe and   follow
us.
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